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In addition to the nucleus, mitochondria and chloroplasts in plant cells also contain genomes. Efﬁcient DNA repair pathways
are crucial in these organelles to ﬁx damage resulting from endogenous and exogenous factors. Plant organellar genomes
are complex compared with their animal counterparts, and although several plant-speciﬁc mediators of organelle DNA repair
have been reported, many regulators remain to be identiﬁed. Here, we show that a mitochondrial SWI/SNF (nucleosome
remodeling) complex B protein, SWIB5, is capable of associating with mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) in Arabidopsis thaliana.
Gain- and loss-of-function mutants provided evidence for a role of SWIB5 in inﬂuencing mtDNA architecture and homologous
recombination at speciﬁc intermediate-sized repeats both under normal and genotoxic conditions. SWIB5 interacts with
other mitochondrial SWIB proteins. Gene expression and mutant phenotypic analysis of SWIB5 and SWIB family members
suggests a link between organellar genome maintenance and cell proliferation. Taken together, our work presents a protein
family that inﬂuences mtDNA architecture and homologous recombination in plants and suggests a link between organelle
functioning and plant development.
INTRODUCTION
Eukaryotic cells contain DNA in different compartments, i.e., the
nucleus, mitochondria, and, in plant or algal cells, chloroplasts.
The genomes of chloroplasts and mitochondria encode proteins
essential for photosynthesis (Sato et al., 1999) or in the electron
transport chain (Unseld et al., 1997). Plants, in contrast to animals,
are sessile organisms that develop organs throughout their life
cycle and usually only produce reproductive cells frommeristems
late in their development. Therefore, plant genomes are exposed
to harmful mutations throughout their life cycle. Maintaining the
stability of plant genomes is essential for development and re-
quires accurate replication and efﬁcient repair mechanisms. In
addition to replication errors, many endogenous and exogenous
factors, such as reactive species of oxygen or nitrogen, alkylating
products, and genotoxic chemicals, but also environmental
conditions, such as UV radiation, can cause DNA damage (De
Bont andvanLarebeke, 2004;Boeschet al., 2011). Thesedifferent
causes of DNA damage lead to distinct outcomes, such as nu-
cleotide modiﬁcation, photodimer accumulation and single- or
double-strand breaks (DSBs), which require different DNA repair
mechanisms that speciﬁcally recognize and ﬁx these different
kinds of abnormalities (Manova and Gruszka, 2015).
In the nucleus, errors made during replication can be repaired
through the proofreading function of DNA polymerases, but also
through a repair pathway called mismatch repair (Bray and West,
2005;Kunkel andErie, 2005).Direct chemical reversal of damaged
bases can also occur to repair DNA. When single-strand breaks
occur, thenondamagedstrandcanbeusedasa repair templateby
the base excision repair, the nucleotide excision repair, or the
translesion repair pathways (Bray andWest, 2005). However, this
template is unavailable when DSBs occur. In this case, several
homologous recombination (HR) and end-joining repair pathways
are able to repair the damaged DNA (reviewed in Bray and West,
2005; Kimura and Sakaguchi, 2006). The processes governing
organellar DNA repair are similar to those of the nuclear genome
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and most pathways described for nuclei have been observed, or
have been hypothesized to exist, but for most of them, few or no
regulators have been reported to date (reviewed in Maréchal and
Brisson, 2010;Boeschetal., 2011;Gualbertoet al., 2014).Efﬁcient
DSBDNA repair ensures a lowmutation rate andhomogenizes the
genomesof allmitochondria orplastidswithin an individual (Davila
et al., 2011). Furthermore, these DNA repair mechanisms enable
the evolution of plant-speciﬁc peculiarities in genome size,
structure, and complexity and of the control of gene expression
through random genetic drift (reviewed in Burger et al., 2003;
Smith and Keeling, 2015).
Large inverted repeats that are present in plastid and angiosperm
mitochondrial genomes frequently undergo HR under normal con-
ditions, generating equal isoforms (Arrieta-Montiel et al., 2009). HR
also infrequently occurs between shorter, intermediate-sized re-
peats in plant mitochondria and generates so-called sublimons,
which correspond to rearranged mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA)
moleculespresent at very low levels.Under normal conditions, the
recombination surveillance pathway restricts HR between these
intermediate-sized repeats. In Arabidopsis thaliana, when some
genes, such as MUTS HOMOLOG1 (MSH1), ORGANELLAR
SINGLE STRANDED PROTEIN1 (OSB1; encoding the single-
stranded DNA binding protein OSB1), and recombination family
proteins genes RECA2, RECA3, and RECG1 are mutated, re-
combination surveillance is disrupted and these mutants exhibit
an increased rate of ectopic recombination under nonstressed
conditions (Abdelnoor et al., 2003; Zaegel et al., 2006; Shedge
et al., 2007; Arrieta-Montiel et al., 2009; Davila et al., 2011; Miller-
Messmer et al., 2012; Wallet et al., 2015).
When exposed to DNA-damaging agents, HR-dependent
pathways are crucial for the repair of DSBs in plant organelles
(Gualberto et al., 2014). As a result of break-induced repair (BIR)
pathways, crossover products can accumulate if homologousbut
distinct sequences are used to guide the repair of the DNA (Miller-
Messmeretal., 2012). Thesecrossoverscanbeeither reciprocal, if
both recombination products accumulate at similar levels, or
asymmetrical, if one of both crossovers is preferred. The accu-
mulation of these infrequent recombination (IR) products results in
the presence of different variants of the mitochondrial genome
within a cell or an individual, termed the heteroplasmic state of the
genome (Miller-Messmer et al., 2012). Homologous proteins of
eubacterial factors involved in HR have been shown to have a role
inmtDNA recombination (Miller-Messmeret al., 2012;Wallet et al.,
2015). Since plant mitochondrial genomes undergo frequent HR
events between repeated regions in contrast to other eukaryotes,
plant-speciﬁcmediatorsof organellar homologous recombination
such as OSB1, ORGANELLAR DNA BINDING PROTEIN1, and
members of the WHIRLY protein family have coevolved in plants
(Zaegel et al., 2006; Maréchal et al., 2008; Janicka et al., 2012).
However, only a few proteins have been proven to have a role in
this process, and more factors remain to be discovered.
The ATP-dependent multisubunit Switch/Sucrose Non-
Fermentable (SWI/SNF) multiprotein complex is an important
nucleosome remodeling complex in eukaryotic cells involved in
many important cellular functions, such as tumor regulation,
activationof transcription, andDNA repair in thenucleus (Bennett-
Lovsey et al., 2002; Hohmann and Vakoc, 2014). Members of the
eukaryotic SWI/SNF protein complex B (SWIB) family contain
a conserved SWIB domain homologous to the tumor protein p53
binding region of the MDM2 oncoprotein (Bennett-Lovsey et al.,
2002). Proteins with a SWIB domain are conserved in eukaryotes,
bacteria, and viruses and are implicated in DNA binding and re-
modeling (Bennett-Lovsey et al., 2002; Melonek et al., 2012;
Powikrowska et al., 2014; Vieira andCoetzer, 2016). In Arabidopsis,
20 proteins contain a SWIB domain and are divided into four major
groups based on their amino acid sequence (Melonek et al., 2012).
One member of group 4, BAF60, regulates the expression of the
FLOWERING LOCUS C gene and consequently controls ﬂowering
time (Jégu et al., 2014). BAF60 is part of a chromatin remodeling
complex recruitedbyANGUSTIFOLIA3, a transcriptional coactivator
involved in the transition from cell proliferation to cell expansion
during leaf development (Vercruyssen et al., 2014). Six Arabidopsis
SWIB proteins (SWIB1 to 6) belonging to group 1 are small,
stand-alone proteins containing only the SWIB domain and
targeted to mitochondria and/or chloroplasts (Melonek et al.,
2012). All four chloroplast-localized proteins (SWIB2, SWIB3,
SWIB4, and SWIB6) of this group colocalize with plastid DNA,
and for onemember, SWIB4, a function similar to theEscherichia
coli histone-like nucleoid structuring (H-NS) protein has been
proposed (Melonek et al., 2012).
Here, we present the functional characterization of SWIB5, the
only Arabidopsis SWIB protein that localizes exclusively to mi-
tochondria. We show that SWIB5 is capable of associating with
mtDNA, inﬂuencing mtDNA architecture and that mtDNA repair
through HR among intermediate-sized repeats is impaired when
SWIB5 is mutated. We characterized gain- and loss-of-function
mutants of SWIB5 by analyzing plant growth under normal and
stress conditions, mitochondrial morphology, gene expression,
protein content, and activity. Loss-of-function mutants exhibit an
increase inmitochondrial geneexpressionandSupercomplex I+III
activity. We show that SWIB5 can interact with other SWIB pro-
teins localized in mitochondria. Our work suggests a role for
SWIB5, and other SWIB domain proteins, in the cell proliferation
phase of leaf and root development.
RESULTS
SWIB5 Mutants Are Impaired in Homologous Recombination
Plant SWIB domain-containing proteins located in chloroplasts
have been implicated in compaction of nucleoids, i.e., DNA-protein
assemblies from organelles (Melonek et al., 2012). The shape and
size ofmitochondrial and chloroplast genomes are governedmainly
by HR, a process important for error-free DNA repair. Because the
nuclear SWI/SNF chromatin remodeling complex has been impli-
cated in DSB repair in eukaryotes (Chai et al., 2005; Wilson and
Roberts, 2011; House et al., 2014; Smith-Roe et al., 2015), we ex-
amined if Arabidopsis SWIB5, the only organellar SWIB domain
protein located exclusively in mitochondria (Melonek et al., 2012),
could play a role in mtDNA repair.
To do so, we analyzed a previously generated Arabidopsis line
overexpressing SWIB5 (SWIB5OE) and three obtained homozygous
lines harboring a T-DNA insert in the SWIB5 gene: SALK_003073
(swib5-1), SALK_017178 (swib5-2), and SALK_135689 (swib5-3)
(Blomme et al., 2014; Supplemental Figure 1A). For SWIB5OE, we
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observed a clear overexpression of the transgene (Supplemental
Figure 1B). For swib5-1 and swib5-2, a strong downregulation of
SWIB5 was observed, whereas for swib5-3 only a mild down-
regulation was found (Supplemental Figure 1B) and an additional
nonspeciﬁc T-DNA was identiﬁed (Supplemental Figure 1C). Be-
cause in theswib5-2 line, theT-DNAwas insertedmostclosely to the
start codon in the 59 untranslated region (Supplemental Figure 1A),
we performed further characterization of SWIB5 in this line. We also
generated aCRISPR line using a single guide RNA targeting the ﬁrst
exon of SWIB5 (see Methods).
Mutants affected in HR of mtDNA can exhibit stronger phe-
notypes than the wild type when exposed to genotoxic stress
such as bleomycin (BLM) or ciproﬂoxacin (CIP) treatment (Miller-
Messmer et al., 2012). BLM is a chemical that directly induces
DSBs in all genomes; CIP is an antibiotic that inhibits the bacteria-
like gyrase, present in mitochondria and chloroplasts, indirectly
inducingDSBsafter replication, speciﬁcally inorganellar genomes
(Wall et al., 2004;Miller-Messmer et al., 2012). Shootdevelopment
in wild-type plants is increasingly affected upon treatment with
increasing concentrations of BLM or CIP (Wall et al., 2004; Miller-
Messmer et al., 2012). When exposed to genotoxic stress,
SWIB5OE and swib5-2 plants responded similarly to the wild type
in terms of shoot development (Figure 1A).
Treating plants with genotoxic chemicals such as BLM or CIP
causes theaccumulationof IRproducts inmitochondrial genomes
(Parent et al., 2011; Janicka et al., 2012; Miller-Messmer et al.,
2012; Wallet et al., 2015; Figure 1B). Using qPCR, we quantiﬁed
thedifferential accumulation of all possible crossover products for
18 repeated regions in 14-d-old seedlings germinated onmedium
supplemented with 0.75 mM CIP, compared with plants germi-
nated on control medium (Figures 1C to 1E; Supplemental Figure
2; all ANOVA tables are provided in Supplemental Data Set 1). CIP
was selected for this assay because it causes DSBs speciﬁcally in
organelles and induces a higher accumulation of IR products
compared with BLM (Miller-Messmer et al., 2012). In wild-type
plants, we conﬁrmed the accumulation of crossover products
uponCIP treatments in either a reciprocal way (repeats F, I, K, P X,
B,D,G,H,T,andU)orasymmetrically (repeatsRandL) (Figures1C
to1E;Supplemental Figure 2). This accumulation patternmatches
previously reported ﬁndings, except for the U repeat, for which
an asymmetrical accumulation of crossover products was re-
ported instead of a reciprocal one (Miller-Messmer et al., 2012).
For some repeatedsequences, noobvious (<5-fold) accumulation
of crossover products was observed: C, J/S/nMM, M, Q, and W
(Supplemental Figure 2).
For 15 out of 18 tested IRs, swib5-2 displayed a similar accu-
mulationof crossoverproductswhenexposed togenotoxic stress
(CIP) compared with the wild type (Supplemental Figure 2). For
repeatF, the levelsofF1/2weresimilar to those in thewild type,but
the F2/1 crossover product barely accumulated in swib5-2
(14-fold) compared with the wild type (392-fold; Figure 1C). In
contrast, F2/1 accumulated to similar levels inSWIB5OEas inwild-
type plants (Figure 1C). For repeat R, an accumulation of the
crossover product R1/2 (158-fold) was observed in the wild type,
but not in swib5-2 (5-fold; Figure 1D). For SWIB5OE plants, R1/2
accumulated to higher levels than in the wild type (Figure 1D). For
the repeated region X, the X1/2 crossover product did accumulate
in the wild type (118-fold) and in swib5-2, but to a lesser extent
(31-fold; Figure 1E). In SWIB5OE plants, the X1/2 crossover
product accumulated similarly as in wild-type plants (Figure 1E).
The accumulation of IR products is the result of the BIR path-
way, which repairs single-ended DSBs induced by CIP treatment
(Miller-Messmer et al., 2012). During BIR, a full replication fork
needs to be established because second-end capture used in
other HR DNA repair pathways is impossible for single-ended
DSBs (Llorente et al., 2008; Boesch et al., 2011). In mutants af-
fected inHR, changes inmtDNA copy numbers and accumulation
of crossover products under normal conditions have been re-
ported (Miller-Messmer et al., 2012;Wallet et al., 2015). Therefore,
we quantiﬁed the accumulation of crossover products between
repeated regions in swib5-2 and SWIB5OE seedlings compared
with wild-type seedlings grown under control conditions. A sig-
niﬁcantly large increase in accumulation of F2 and F2/1 was
detected in swib5-2 but not SWIB5OE plants compared with the
wild type (Figure 1F). Under control conditions, no signiﬁcant
differencewas found in theaccumulationof crossover productsof
repeated regions R and X (Figure 1G; Supplemental Figure 3). No
other IR crossover products accumulated substantially under
normal conditions (Supplemental Figure 3). In addition to in-
vestigating swib5-2 for accumulation of crossover products, the F
repeat crossover products were quantiﬁed in a segregating
CRISPR line. For 4 out of 14 plants in this segregating population,
a large (>50-fold) increase in the F2/1 crossover product com-
pared with the wild type was detected, similarly to swib5-2
(Supplemental Figure 1D).
We performed a DNA gel blot analysis to further investigate the
effect ofSWIB5misexpressiononmtDNAexchange activity at the
F repeated sequence.Weobserved aclear increase in abundance
of the 4.1-kb recombination product F2/1 (Figure 1H) in swib5-2
and SWIB5OE, and to a lesser extent for the 7.8-kb secondary
recombination products. Furthermore, SWIB5misexpression led
to an increase in abundance of a high molecular weight DNA
molecule that corresponds to the full recombinationproduct of the
F repeated region (40.8 kb), suggesting that this product coexists
with the wild-type mtDNA and is preferentially replicated. Fur-
thermore, the parental sequences of the F repeated region (A and
B inFigure1H) seemtobepresent in loweramounts inswib5-2and
SWIB5OE compared with the wild type.
Finally, to test the effect of SWIB5 misexpression on relative
mtDNA copy number, the complete mtDNA genome of 8-d-old
seedlings of swib5-2, SWIB5OE, and the wild type was quantiﬁed
by qPCR using primers located 5 to 10 kb apart along the mito-
chondrial genome (Wallet et al., 2015). With the primer pairs used,
compared with the wild type, neither SWIB5OE nor swib5-2 ac-
cumulated speciﬁc regions of the mtDNA, suggesting that repli-
cation is not affected in linesmisexpressingSWIB5 (Supplemental
Figure 4).
Taken together, these data show that under normal conditions,
the swib5-2 mutant and several CRISPR lines accumulate
crossover products of the repeated region F. Besides alteration of
recombination, a change in mtDNA architecture leading to pref-
erential replication of the full recombination product of the F re-
peated region was observed both in swib5-2 and SWIB5OE.
Furthermore, the swib5-2mutant is impaired in the accumulation
of IR products when treated with CIP. This deﬁciency appears to
be speciﬁc for the inverted repeats F, R, and X.
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SWIB5 Associates with Mitochondrial DNA
Since SWIB5 loss-of-function lines exhibit defects in mitochondrial
HR andmtDNA architecture, we further investigated the association
ofSWIB5tomtDNAthroughachromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP)
experiment on seedlings expressing a GSgreen-tagged SWIB5.
GSgreen is a tag adapted from GSrhino (Van Leene et al., 2015) and
consists of a Streptavidin binding peptide, two rhinovirus 3C
protease and two tobacco etch virus protease cleavage sites, and
a GFP (Figure 2A), allowing protein localization studies, tandem
afﬁnity puriﬁcation, and ChIP. We ﬁrst veriﬁed if the SWIB5 fusion
protein used for the ChIP experiment is localized in the mito-
chondria as previously shown (Melonek et al., 2012). The 35Spro:
SWIB5:GSgreen construct was transiently expressed in wild to-
bacco (Nicotiana benthamiana) leaves (Supplemental Figure 5A),
and we found that this tagged SWIB5 colocalized with a mito-
chondrial mCherrymarker, but not with a plastidial or peroxisomal
mCherry marker (Supplemental Figure 5A; Nelson et al., 2007).
The mitochondrial localization of this fusion protein was also
found in Arabidopsis plants stably transformed with the 35Spro:
SWIB5:GSgreen construct (Supplemental Figure 5B). However, an
N-terminal fusion of SWIB5 with the GSgreen tag (35Spro:GS
green:
SWIB5) was localized in the cytoplasm, suggesting that the
mitochondrial targeting peptide is masked in this fusion protein
(Supplemental Figure 5C).
Figure 1. Effect of Genotoxic Stress Treatment on Plant Growth and
Accumulation of Intermediate Repeat Crossover Products.
(A)Wild-type, swib5-2, and SWIB5OE plants were germinated on 0.53MS
mediumand0.53MSmediumsupplementedwith theconcentrationofCIP
or BLM indicated. For each condition, four representative plants were
selected.
(B)Simpliﬁedschemeexplaining theampliﬁcationwithqPCRofsequences
1 and 2 comprising a repeated sequence (blue R box) and the crossover
products 1/2 and 2/1. Scheme adapted fromMiller-Messmer et al. (2012).
(C)Accumulationof repeat Fcrossoverproducts inwild-type, swib5-2, and
SWIB5OE plants grown on 0.75 mM CIP relative to levels when grown on
0.53 MS medium (n = 3).
(D)Accumulationof repeatRcrossoverproducts inwild-type,swib5-2, and
SWIB5OE plants grown on 0.75 mM CIP relative to levels when grown on
0.53 MS medium (n = 3).
(E)Accumulationof repeat Xcrossover products inwild-type, swib5-2, and
SWIB5OE plants grown on 0.75 mM CIP relative to levels when grown on
0.53 MS medium (n = 3).
(F) Accumulation of repeat F crossover products in swib5-2 and SWIB5OE
plants grown on 0.53 MS medium compared with the wild type (n = 3
SWIB5OE; n = 31 for swib5_2).
(G)Accumulation of repeat R crossover products in swib5-2 andSWIB5OE
plants grown on 0.53 MS medium compared with the wild type (n = 3).
(H) DNA gel blot hybridization of wild-type, swib5-2, and SWIB5OE DNA
from seedlings and schematic interpretation of the results (scheme
adapted from Arrieta-Montiel et al., 2009). The F repeated sequence was
used as probe. The size of the parental sequences (A and B), and primary
and secondary recombination molecules (C and E) are denoted. The full
recombination product of the F repeated sequence is indicated with an
arrow. Molecule D does not hybridize with the probe used in this experi-
ment. Below the blot, SYBRSafe-stained uncut DNA is shown as a loading
control.
In (C) to (G), For eachbiological replicate (n), DNAwasextracted from14-d-
old seedlings grown on the indicated conditions. Two technical replicates
were performed on each biological replicate. Graph representsmean6 SE.
One, two, or three asterisks indicate signiﬁcant differences within a 5, 1, or
0.1%conﬁdence interval, respectively, between thewild type andmutants
(two-way ANOVA; see ANOVA tables in Supplemental Data Set 1).
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ToperformChIPonmtDNA,weﬁrstoptimized theChIPprotocol
for proteins associating with mitochondrial DNA (see Methods).
Next, 36 primer pairs were designed covering the 40,874-bp re-
gion between both copies of the F repeated region on the mtDNA
because the accumulation of crossover products in this region
was affected in the swib5-2 mutant both under normal and
genotoxic stress conditions (Figures 1C and 1F). This region in-
cludes 14 open reading frames (including four genes encoding
subunits of Complex I: NAD7, NAD5, NAD1, and NAD4) and
10 other repeated regions, including R2 (Figure 2B). We used
cross-linked and non-cross-linked seedlings as input and im-
munoprecipitated thesesampleswith antibodiesagainstGFPand
IgG, the latter being a negative control. A clear association of the
SWIB5 fusion protein was observed on several regions of the
mtDNA (Figure 2C) but not on nuclear or chloroplast DNA
(Supplemental Figure 6A). Importantly, SWIB5 associated with
both the F and R repeated regions and the nad4, nad5, and nad7
exons (Figure 2C). When the proteins were not cross-linked to the
mtDNA, the fold enrichment was not different in samples im-
munoprecipitated with antibodies against GFP relative to IgG
(Figure 2C). Similar associations to the selected mtDNA regions
were obtained in an independent ChIP-qPCR experiment on
isolated mitochondria from two independent lines expressing
35Spro:SWIB5:GS
green (Supplemental Figure 6B).
In summary, we conﬁrmed the mitochondrial localization of
SWIB5 and have shown that SWIB5 is capable of associatingwith
mtDNA in a nonspeciﬁcway in the region enclosed by both copies
of the F repeated region.
swib5-2 Displays a General Alteration of Mitochondrial
Gene Expression
Nuclear, ATP-dependent SWI/SNF complexes facilitate tran-
scription (Ryan et al., 1998; Biggar and Crabtree, 1999). Since
Figure 2. SWIB5 Associates with mtDNA.
(A)Components of the GSgreen tag fused to SWIB5. GSgreen consist of a Streptavidin Binding Peptide (SBP), two rhinovirus 3C protease, and two tobacco
etch virus (TEV) protease cleavage sites and GFP.
(B) Selected region for ChIP-qPCR. Thirty-six primers (black bars) were designed between both copies of the F repeated region. The coordinates on the
mtDNA, 130285 to 170809, are given together with the open reading frames (green) and repeated regions (blue) within this region.
(C) ChIP-qPCR results for cross-linked and non-cross-linked seedlings expressing 35Spro:SWIB5:GS
green. Fold enrichment is given for samples im-
munoprecipitated with anti-GFP relative to samples immunoprecipitated with anti-IgG antibody (n = 3).
For each biological replicate (n), 14-d-old seedlings expressing 35Spro:SWIB5:GS
green were harvested. Two technical replicates were performed on each
biological replicate. Graphs represent mean 6 SE. One, two, or three asterisks indicate signiﬁcant differences within a 5, 1, or 0.1% conﬁdence interval,
respectively, for samples immunoprecipitated with anti-GFP versus anti-IgG (linear model).
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SWIB5 associateswithmtDNA, it could be involved not only in the
control of recombinationbutalso in the regulationofmitochondrial
gene expression. We therefore quantiﬁed the levels of 41 mito-
chondrial mRNAs and rRNAs in 14-d-old rosettes using qRT-PCR
(Delannoy et al., 2015), showing a signiﬁcant increase in steady
state levels for 24 transcripts, ranging from 19% for atp9 to 112%
for ccmB in swib5-2 compared with the wild type (Figure 3A).
Among the upregulated genes, several encode subunits of
Complexes I (NADHdehydrogenase) andV (ATPsynthase), aswell
as ribosomal proteins and maturases. Elevated levels for two
mitochondrial rRNAs, rrn16and rrn18,werealso found (Figure3A).
In contrast, almost all genes encoding Complex IV subunits
(cytochrome C oxidase) were unaffected. For SWIB5OE plants,
only two genes (nad1 and nad3) were signiﬁcantly upregulated
(Figure 3A),whereas all othermitochondrial genes testedwere not
differentially expressed compared with the wild type.
Mitochondrial RNAs can also undergo posttranscriptional
modiﬁcationssuchasRNAmaturation, splicing, andediting (Millar
et al., 2008). We therefore quantiﬁed all spliced and unspliced
formsof nad1,nad2,nad4,nad5,nad7, rpl2, rps, cox2, and ccmFc
by qRT-PCR on 14-d-old swib5-2 and SWIB5OE rosettes
(Delannoy et al., 2015). No differential accumulation of spliced or
unspliced forms of thesemitochondrial transcriptswas observed,
indicating that the splicing efﬁciency was not altered in gain- or
loss-of-function mutants of SWIB5 (Supplemental Figure 7A).
When mitochondria function is disturbed, nuclear gene ex-
pression can be altered owing to the activation of a retrograde
signaling cascade to adequately respond to a variety of stress
conditions. In particular, a set of nuclear genes, termed the Mi-
tochondrial Dysfunction Stimulon (MDS), shows a robust in-
duction of expression when mitochondria are perturbed (Skirycz
et al., 2010; De Clercq et al., 2013). To investigate potential
changes in the mitochondrial stress response upon SWIB5 mis-
expression, we quantiﬁed the expression of 26 MDS genes in
swib5-2 and SWIB5OE seedlings (Figure 3B; Supplemental
Figure 7B). Three genes of the MDS (AT2G03130, AT1G05060,
and CYTOKININ RESPONSE FACTOR6) were signiﬁcantly
downregulated in SWIB5OE, and two genes (AT2G04070 and
AT5G09570) were signiﬁcantly upregulated (Figure 3B). In the
swib5-2 mutant, three MDS genes were differentially expressed:
AT1G05060 was signiﬁcantly downregulated and both NAD(P)H
ALTERNATIVE DEHYDROGENASE B4 and OXI1 were signiﬁcantly
Figure 3. Transcriptional Changes in swib5-2 and SWIB5OE.
(A) Quantiﬁcation of steady state mitochondrial transcript levels. RNA was extracted from 14-d-old seedlings, and transcripts (mRNA and rRNA) were
quantiﬁed according to Delannoy et al. (2015).
(B)Genes fromthemitochondrial dysfunctionstimulon (MDS;DeClercqet al., 2013) showingasigniﬁcantup-ordownregulation inswib5-2and/orSWIB5OE
seedlings. The expression proﬁles of all genes of the MDS are shown in Supplemental Figure 7B.
For eachbiological replicate (n), 14-d-oldseedlingswereharvested. Two technical replicateswereperformedoneachbiological replicate.Graphs represent
mean6 SE. One, two, or three asterisks indicate signiﬁcant differences within a 5, 1, or 0.1% conﬁdence interval, respectively, between the wild type and
mutants (linear model).
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upregulated. For the other 19MDSgenes, no signiﬁcant differences
were observed in both lines misexpressing SWIB5 compared with
the wild type (Supplemental Figure 7B).
Taken together, a moderate but general increase in mito-
chondrial transcript levels in swib5-2 was detected, although
splicing efﬁciency was not affected. Furthermore, changes in
relative expression were found for only a few MDS genes.
SWIB5 Interacts with Other Mitochondrial SWIB Proteins
SWIB domain-containing proteins have been described as sub-
units of the ATP-dependent SWI/SNF nucleosome remodeling
complexes, large multiprotein complexes containing between
4and17subunits (Tanget al., 2010).Althoughnonucleosome-like
structures have been identiﬁed in mitochondria, mtDNA is bound
by a variety of structural and regulatory proteins, creating
a structure similar to the bacterial nucleoid (Gilkerson et al., 2013).
To identify potential protein partners of SWIB5, we analyzed if
SWIB5 could heterodimerizewith other SWIBproteins localized in
mitochondria. Using transient expression in tobacco (Nicotiana
tabacum) protoplasts, an organelle localization has previously
been shown for all members of this subfamily, except for SWIB1,
which was localized in the cytoplasm (Melonek et al., 2012).
However, the subcellular prediction database SUBA3 (Tanz et al.,
2013) indicates more possible intracellular localizations for all SWIB
proteins, either based on prediction programs or determined
by tandem mass spectrometry and GFP localization assays
(Supplemental Table 1). In order to conﬁrm the protein localization
of earlier reports, we fused the coding sequence of all six genes
encoding SWIB domain-containing proteins to a C-terminal
GSgreen tag under the control of the CaMV 35S promoter and stably
transformed Arabidopsis with these constructs. Independent stable
transformants were analyzed to determine the intracellular locali-
zationofSWIB1,SWIB2,SWIB3,SWIB4, andSWIB6 (Supplemental
Figure 8). Melonek et al. (2012) described the SWIB1-GFP fusion
protein to be localized in the cytoplasm, but the fusion protein with
GSgreen was localized in chloroplasts, which contrasts with the
consensus localization in SUBA3 (i.e., mitochondria; Supplemental
Table 1 and Supplemental Figure 8). The GSgreen fusion proteins of
SWIB2 and SWIB3 were found to accumulate in chloroplasts
exclusively, as previously predicted (Supplemental Table 1 and
Supplemental Figure 8). For SWIB4, a localization to chloroplasts
and the nucleus was shown previously (Melonek et al., 2012), but
here the protein was found to localize in mitochondria, the con-
sensus of the predicted localizations presented in SUBA3 (Tanz
et al., 2013) (Supplemental Table 1 and Supplemental Figure 8).
Additionally, conﬁrmation was found that SWIB6 was localized
in chloroplasts and mitochondria (Supplemental Table 1 and
Supplemental Figure 8).
All potential interactions were veriﬁed by a bimolecular ﬂuores-
cence complementation assay performed by fusing the proteins to
head or tail GFP (hGFP/tGFP) under the control of the CaMV 35S
promoter (35Spro). To exclude interference with potential N-terminal
targetingpeptides,ensuringphysiologically relevant interactions,we
made only C-terminal fusions. The binary combinations were tran-
siently expressed inN. benthamiana leaves, and a ﬂuorescent signal
was observedwhen SWIB5was combinedwith itself or with SWIB4
and SWIB6 constructs (Figure 4).
In conclusion, we showed an interaction of SWIB5 with itself
and two other mitochondria-localized SWIB domain proteins,
SWIB4 and SWIB6.
swib5 Mutants Are Impaired in Cell Proliferation
In order to better understand how mitochondrial SWIB domain
proteins could affect plant growth, qRT-PCR was used to reveal
their relative expression level at selected developmental time
points (at 4, 10, and21dafter stratiﬁcation [DAS]) and tissues (root
andﬂower) (Figure5A). Just after germination (at4DAS)and in root
tissues, the relative transcript levels were similar for all genes
(Figure 5A). At later time points and in ﬂowers, the relative ex-
pression ofSWIB4 andSWIB5was higher comparedwithSWIB6.
Next, the expression of the genes encoding SWIB domain
proteins was assessedduring the different phases of development
of the root and the leaf, using two published microarray data sets
(Birnbaum et al., 2003; Andriankaja et al., 2012). These studies
encompassed samples harvested from proliferating, transitioning,
andexpanding/differentiating tissues.Threegenes,SWIB4,SWIB5,
and SWIB6, were differentially expressed both during leaf and
root development. In both organs, the relative expression was
higher in proliferative tissue compared with expanding tissue
(Figures 5B and 5C). These expressions patterns suggest a role
for mitochondrial SWIB domain proteins during the cell proliferation
phase of leaves and roots. To conﬁrm the expression pattern of
SWIB5duringdevelopment, the third vegetative leaf from8- to11-d-
oldplantswasmicrodissected.At thispointduringdevelopment, the
area of wild-type leaves ranges from 0.296 0.0035mmat 8 DAS to
0.533860.0359mmat11DAS.Next,RNAwasextractedfromthese
samples and the relative expression of SWIB5was quantiﬁed using
qRT-PCR. Transcript levels of SWIB5 were relatively high in pro-
liferating tissue (at 8–9 DAS) and SWIB5 expression gradually de-
creasedwhencells stopdividingandstart expanding (at 10–11DAS;
Figure 5D) (Donnelly et al., 1999; Andriankaja et al., 2012). Therefore,
both previously published data and our experiments indicate a high
SWIB5 expression in proliferating tissue.
Next, to analyze the effect of SWIB5 misexpression on plant
growth, we investigated the vegetative shoot phenotype of the
gain- and loss-of-function lines. Plants were grown in vitro until
21 DAS. At this time point, the area of each individual leaf was
quantiﬁed in a so-called leaf series analysis. For SWIB5OE, we
observed a reduction in rosette size and the size of individual
leaves of plants grown in vitro and in soil (Figure 6A) as previously
observed (Blomme et al., 2014). Quantiﬁcation of the cell number
and size of the third leaf of SWIB5OE plants indicated that the
reduction in leaf size (8%,P< 0.05)was the result of a reduced cell
number, which could not be rescued by the increase in cell size
(Figure6B).Wemeasured leaf areaover timeof the thirdvegetative
leaf starting from 8 DAS, showing that even from this early time
point, a signiﬁcant decrease in leaf area could be observed
comparedwith thewild type (on average 27%; Figure 6C). At early
developmental time points (8–11 DAS), cell number but not area
was signiﬁcantly smaller compared with the wild type (Figures 6D
and 6E). Because leaves were already smaller at the earliest time
points harvested, the reduction in epidermal cell number could
result from a reduction in shoot apical meristem (SAM) size. At
three consecutive days during vegetative development (4, 5, and
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6 DAS), we harvested seedlings and embedded them in parafﬁn.
These samples were used for longitudinal histological sections
and the area of the SAM was measured. At the investigated time
points, no signiﬁcant differences were observed in the SAM area
between SWIB5OE and the wild type (Figure 6F).
For swib5-2, we also observed a reduction in leaf area in vitro
and in soil (Figure 6A), conﬁrming previous ﬁndings (Blomme
et al., 2014). The cellular cause of this reduced leaf size was
investigated in the mature third vegetative leaf at 21 DAS,
showing a signiﬁcant reduction in epidermal cell number (23%,
Figure 4. Protein Interaction Partners of SWIB5.
Transient expression of SWIB5, SWIB4, and SWIB6 fused with head or tail GFP (hGFP/tGFP) at their C termini. The GFP signal, bright-ﬁeld image, and
overlay are displayed. As a positive control, transient expression of 35Spro:SWIB5:GS
green is shown. Bar = 10 mm.
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P < 0.01), without a signiﬁcant increase in cell size as shown for
SWIB5OE (Figure 6B).
Wealsoanalyzed rootgrowth inSWIB5OEandswib5-2plantsby
measuring the primary root length from 3 DAS until 14 DAS. At
14DAS, roots of bothSWIB5OE and swib5-2plantswere 18%and
36% smaller, respectively, compared with the wild type (Figure
6G). This decrease in size was already obvious at 3 DAS, but
became signiﬁcant from 8 DAS and 12 DAS onwards for swib5-2
Figure 5. Expression Studies of Genes Encoding Organellar SWIB Proteins.
(A)Relative expression ofSWIB genes,measured inwild-type plants by qRT-PCR. The samples include 4- (n= 2), 10- (n= 4), and 21-d-old (n= 4) seedlings,
and 8-d-old root (n = 4) and ﬂower (n = 1) tissue.
(B)Normalized expression ofSWIB4,SWIB5, andSWIB6during leaf development. For leaf development, we used amicroarray analysis performed over six
consecutive daysduring early development of the third true leaf, i.e., at 8 to 13DAS (Andriankaja et al., 2012). This data set encompasses thedevelopmental
phases during which the third leaf exclusively grows through cell proliferation (Prol; 8–9 DAS), followed by a transitioning phase (Tran; 10–11 DAS) and cell
expansion-based growth (Exp; 12–13 DAS). The expression proﬁles of the DEGs were normalized using TMeV software (www.tm4.org) and subsequently
CAST clustered (using Pearson correlation at a threshold of 0.8) according to their speciﬁc proﬁles over the developmental zones.
(C) Normalized expression of SWIB4, SWIB5, and SWIB6 during root development. For the expression patterns during root development, a microarray
analysis of a total of 15 different zones of the root corresponding to different tissues and developmental stages was used (Birnbaum et al., 2003). The
expressionproﬁle in thedifferent root tissue typeswasaveraged for eachgeneandcorresponded to threezonesof rootdevelopment: the root tipwherecells
are proliferating (Prol), the zone in which cells are transitioning (Tran) to expansion, and the zone consisting of fully expanded and differentiated cells (Exp).
Normalization and clustering of genes were performed as in (B).
(D)Relativeexpression level ofSWIB5duringearly leafdevelopment. Thirdvegetative leaveswereharvestedat8 to11DASandSWIB5 transcript levelswere
measured with qRT-PCR.
For each biological replicate (n), the indicated developmental stages and tissues were harvested. Two technical replicates were performed on each
biological replicate. Two technical replicates were performed on each biological replicate. Values are averages 6 SE.
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and SWIB5OE, respectively, compared with the wild type (Figure
6G). The lateral root density in the gain- and loss-of-function
mutants at 14 DAS was not different from that of the wild type
(Supplemental Figure 9A).
Next, ﬂower developmentwas inspected in linesmisexpressing
SWIB5.swib5-2, but notSWIB5OE, developedsmaller anthersand
smaller and less developed siliques compared with the wild type
(Supplemental Figure 9B), resulting in lower seed yield. Because
male sterility is an often observed phenotype of mitochondrial
dysfunction and an important agronomic trait (Chen and Liu,
2014), we investigated anther morphology and observed that
swib5-2 anthers produce fewer, and sometimes no, pollen
grains compared with the wild type (Supplemental Figures 9C
and 9D; P < 0.01). However, no difference in pollen viability in
Figure 6. Phenotypic Characterization of swib5-2 and SWIB5OE.
(A) Rosette phenotype of 3-week-old plants grown in soil and 2-week-old wild-type, swib5-2, and SWIB5OE plants grown in vitro.
(B) Leaf area, cell number, and cell area of the third vegetative leaf at 21 DAS. Eighteen plants were analyzed per line.
(C)Area of the third vegetative leaf of theSWIB5OE transgenic line over time (8–21DAS). The insert shows the leaf area at 8 and9DAS.Onaverage, 42plants
per line and time point were analyzed.
(D) Cell number of the third vegetative leaf at 8 to 13 DAS. The inset indicates the cell number at 8 and 9 DAS. Eighteen plants per line and time point were
analyzed.
(E) Cell area of the third vegetative leaf at 8 to 13 DAS. Eighteen plants per line and time point were analyzed.
(F) Area of the SAM of wild-type and SWIB5OE plants. Eight plants per line were analyzed.
(G) Primary root length over time (3–14 DAS). Twenty-two plants per line were analyzed.
Three biological replicates were performed; the total number of analyzed plants is indicated for each panel. All values are averages 6 SE; statistical
signiﬁcance is indicated as *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, or ***P < 0.001. (A), (F), and (G) Linear model. (C) to (E) and (H) Mixed model.
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swib5-2 compared with the wild type was found (Supplemental
Figure 9D).
Becausemitochondria are important players in the response to
different types of stresses, such as abiotic stresses, reactive
oxygen species treatment, chemical inhibitors, and hormone-
related treatments (Van Aken et al., 2009), we measured the
growth response of linesmisexpressingSWIB5 to a variety ofmild
stress conditions. Plants were germinated on mild abiotic stress-
inducing conditions (25 mM mannitol, 1 mM H2O2, and 50 mM
NaCl) anda leaf seriesanalysiswasdoneat21DAS (Supplemental
Figure 10). As previously determined, the growth of wild-type
plants is reduced in these conditions without affecting plant de-
velopment or survival (Claeys et al., 2014; Dhondt et al., 2014).
When the swib5-2 line was grown under mild oxidative (1 mM
H2O2; Supplemental Figure 10B) or salt stress (50 mM NaCl;
Supplemental Figures 10Cand10D), but not under osmotic stress
(25 mMmannitol; Supplemental Figure 10E), the decrease in leaf
area was signiﬁcantly larger compared with that of the wild type.
For example, thesizeof the third vegetative leaf ofwild-typeplants
was reduced by 15% under mild oxidative stress, whereas in
swib5-2, the reduction was 31%. On mild salt stress, swib5-2
seedlings were small, dark green, and stopped growing, showing
a hypersensitive response (Supplemental Figure 10D). SWIB5OE
plants did not show major differences in their response to stress
compared with the wild type (Supplemental Figures 10A to 10E).
We also grew the plants on medium containing methyl viologen,
which generates superoxide radicals, as well as the chemical
inhibitors of Complex I (rotenone) and Complex III (antimycin A) of
the mitochondrial electron transport chain. In these stress-
inducing conditions, no differential growth response was ob-
served compared with the wild type (Supplemental Figure 10F).
We further investigated the effect of mild salt stress on mito-
chondrial recombination and replication in the swib5-2 mutant
plants. To this end, we quantiﬁed all crossover products of 18
repeated regions and determined the mtDNA copy number by
qPCR (Supplemental Figures 11A and 11B). Almost all crossover
products accumulated to wild-type levels in swib5-2when grown
on mild salt stress, except the F2 and F21 products, as observed
for control conditions (Supplemental Figure 11A). In contrast, the
mtDNAcopynumber of swib5-2decreaseddrastically (;55%) for
two regions when compared with the wild type (Supplemental
Figure 11B).Oneof these regions (coordinates 208193–208300of
the mtDNA) is proximal to the F1 and R2 repeated regions, which
accumulated differential recombination products under non-
restrictive conditions and/or when treated with ciproﬂoxacin
(Supplemental Figure 11B). This region harbors the nad4 gene.
The second region (coordinates 164577–169479 of the mtDNA)
includes the nad6 gene. nad4 and nad6 proteins are important for
the formation of the membrane arm of Complex I of the electron
transport chain (ETC) (Meyer et al., 2011). We investigated if the
hypersensitive phenotype of swib5-2 could be complemented by
introducing a construct expressingSWIB5 in thesemutant plants.
To this end, we crossed swib5-2 mutant with 35Spro:SWIB5:
GSgreen plants. In a segregating population from this cross, we
identiﬁed several plants (6 out of 43, 14%) containing both a ho-
mozygous insertion of the T-DNA and at least one copy of 35Spro:
SWIB5:GSgreen (Supplemental Figure 11C) and hypersensitive
plants with a homozygous T-DNA insertion and no copy of the
35Spro:SWIB5:GS
green construct (13%). When these plants were
grown on 50 mM NaCl, the double mutants showed a wild-type
phenotype, while the single mutants consistently displayed the
hypersensitive phenotype (Supplemental Figure 11C).
Taken together, SWIB5 is important for leaf, root, and anther
development. When SWIB5 is misexpressed, leaves are smaller
owing to a reduced cell number, indicating that the cell pro-
liferation phase is affected in these lines. Furthermore, swib5-2 is
hypersensitive to mild oxidative and especially salt stress. The
hypersensitive phenotype of swib5-2 was complemented by the
SWIB5:GSgreen fusionprotein.Wedidnotdetectmajordifferences
inmitochondrial recombination, but themtDNA copy numberwas
reduced in two regions in swib5-2 lines grown on salt stress
compared with the wild type.
swib5 Mitochondria Differentiate Earlier
We investigated the effect of SWIB5 misexpression on mito-
chondrial morphology, protein content, and activity. To this end,
we quantiﬁed the area of mitochondria from the third vegetative
leaf at an early (10 DAS) and a late (21 DAS) developmental stage
using transmission electron microscopy. At 10 DAS, the earliest
time point at which microdissected leaves can be used for
transmissionelectronmicroscopyanalysis, leavesare still actively
growing and consist of proliferating cells at their base and ex-
panding cells at the tip. For wild-type and swib5-2 plants, no
signiﬁcant difference in cell or mitochondrial area was observed
when the base and the tip of 10-d-old cells were compared, but
mitochondria were signiﬁcantly larger at 21 DAS (Figures 7A and
7B). At 10 DAS, swib5-2 had signiﬁcantly larger mitochondria at
the tip of the leaf (47%, P < 0.001) compared with the wild type
(Figure 7A), and the cell area was signiﬁcantly larger at the base
(67%, P < 0.01) and the tip (139%, P < 0.001) of swib5-2 leaves
compared with the wild type (Figure 7B). No signiﬁcant difference
in cell or mitochondrial areawas observedwhen thewild typewas
compared with SWIB5OE at this developmental stage (Figures 7A
and 7B). At maturity (21 DAS), no difference in mitochondria area
was observed for both the loss- and gain-of-function lines (Figure
7A). At this stage, mitochondrial morphology of swib5-2 and
SWIB5OE did not exhibit striking differences compared with the
wild type (Figure 7C).
The primary function ofmitochondria is the oxidation of organic
acids and the production of ATP through oxidative phosphory-
lation. In eukaryotes, the ETC, which provides the membrane
potential to drive ATP synthesis, consists of four protein com-
plexes, I to IV. While many of the subunits of the ETC are encoded
by nuclear genes, Arabidopsis mtDNA encodes important sub-
units for three of these complexes (I, III, and IV). The ETC accepts
electrons from NADH and respiratory substrates and transfers
them througha series of donors andacceptors until they reach the
terminal oxidase enzymes that reduce oxygen to water (Jacoby
et al., 2015). Wemeasured the accumulation and activity of these
complexes in plants misexpressing SWIB5 because many mu-
tants in nuclear-encoded mitochondrial proteins involved in dif-
ferent aspects of subunit synthesis, assembly, or stability have
been shown to differentially accumulate these complexes (de
Longevialle et al., 2007; Solheim et al., 2012). Mitochondria were
isolated from 2-week-old plants and proteins were extracted and
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separatedbyblue-nativePAGE (BN-PAGE).Noobvious alteration
in protein complex accumulation in swib5-2 or SWIB5OE could be
detected (Figure 7D). BN-PAGE allows the investigation of major
dysfunctions in complex assembly, but thismethod is not suitable
for quantifying the effects on single protein subunits (Eubel et al.,
2005). To investigate the accumulation of individual subunits from
complexes I, III, and IV, protein gel blot analysis was performed
using antibodies targeting a nuclear and a mitochondrially en-
coded subunit of Complex I (NDUFS4 and Nad9, respectively),
a nuclear-encoded Complex III subunit (RISP), a mitochondrially
encoded Complex IV subunit (COX2), the b-subunit of the ATP
synthase, and the ALTERNATIVE OXIDASE1A protein. For these
proteins, no clear difference in accumulation was observed in
SWIB5OE and swib5-2 compared with the wild type (Figure 7E).
Complex I is the ﬁrst entry point of electrons in the ETC. This
complex is an NADH dehydrogenase that accepts electrons from
NADHand transfers them to ubiquinone (Backert et al., 1997). The
activity of this complex can be determined, and both SWIB5OE
plants and swib5-2 displayed an increase in Complex I activity,
which was the most pronounced for the activity of a respiratory
supercomplex thatcontainscomplex I, namely I+III (Figure7F).We
also investigated the respiratory characteristics of swib5-2 and
Figure 7. Mitochondrial Phenotypes in swib5-2 and SWIB5OE.
(A)Area of mitochondria in thewild type, swib5-2, andSWIB5OE at 10 and 21DAS. At 10 DAS, the areasweremeasured at the base and the tip of leaves; at
21 DAS, they were measured from whole leaves.
(B) Cell area measured at the base and the tip of leaves at 10 DAS.
(C) Representative image of mitochondria from 21-d-old leaves in the wild type and swib5-2; mitochondria are indicated with black arrows.
(D)BN-PAGEseparationofmitochondrial protein complexes. After electrophoresis, the gelwas stainedbyCoomassie blue-colloidal. The complexesof the
electron transport chain are indicated.
(E)Proteingelblotanalysisofmitochondrial proteins. Isolatedmitochondrial proteins (5or10mg)wereseparatedonpolyacrylamidegels,whichwereblotted
and incubated with the indicated antibodies.
(F)Complex I activity stainon isolatedmitochondria.Quantiﬁcationof relative supercomplex I+III andComplex Iband intensityusing ImageJsoftware (n=2).
Asacontrol, theactivityof nonspeciﬁcbandswasquantiﬁed. The inset showsa representativegel. BN-PAGEgelwas runas in (D)and incubatedwithNADH
and nitro tetrazolium blue to visualize complex I and supercomplex I+III (indicated with the arrow in the inset) activity.
The area ofminimum83 andmaximum205mitochondria wasmeasured at 10DAS, depending on the line. At 21DAS, aminimumof 190 and amaximumof
212mitochondriaweremeasured.Graphs representmean6 SE. (A)Letters “a”and “b” indicate signiﬁcant differencesbetween21and10DASbase and tip,
respectively; “c” indicates signiﬁcant differences comparedwith thewild typewithindevelopmental stage. In (B)and (F), one, two, or threeasterisks indicate
signiﬁcant differences within a 5, 1, or 0.1% conﬁdence interval between the wild type andmutants (one-way ANOVA; see ANOVA tables in Supplemental
Data Set 1).
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SWIB5OE leaves and mitochondria. The total leaf respiration
rate was not signiﬁcantly altered in swib5-2 and SWIB5OE
(Supplemental Figure 12A). We isolated mitochondria and mea-
sured total ETC-linked respiration, the respiratory control ratio
deﬁned as respiration in presence of ADP divided by respiration in
its absence, and the respiratory capacity of Complex I (Jacoby
et al., 2015). No signiﬁcant differences between the lines mis-
expressing SWIB5 and the wild type were observed (Supplemental
Figures 12B and 12C).
In summary, we observed an early increase in mitochondrial
area during leaf development when SWIB5 was mutated, as well
as an early increase in cell area, suggesting an earlier differenti-
ation of swib5-2 cells and mitochondria. No differential accumu-
lation of protein complexes of the ETC nor a change in respiratory
capacity was observed in lines misexpressing SWIB5, but both
gain- and loss-of-function lines displayed an increased activity of
Complex I, especially the supercomplex I+III.
DISCUSSION
SWIB5 Inﬂuences mtDNA Architecture and
Homologous Recombination
Chloroplasts and mitochondria contain, like the nucleus, a ge-
nome that needs to be maintained, expressed, replicated, and
repaired in a strictly controlled manner. Organellar genomes,
mtDNA in particular, display several peculiarities in size and or-
ganization throughout the green lineage that have been linked to
the action of various DNA repair pathways (Smith and Keeling,
2015). The presence and action of these pathways, such as ex-
cision and translesion repair pathways, are still unclear in (plant)
organelles, but the repair of DSBs is relatively well documented
(reviewed in Maréchal and Brisson, 2010; Gualberto et al., 2014).
DNA repair through HR, and in particular the BIR pathway, pro-
vides an explanation of how organellar genomes appear in the
variety of shapes and sizes observed (Maréchal and Brisson,
2010; Gualberto et al., 2014). In Arabidopsis, HR pathways have
been studied relatively intensively inmitochondria, andmutants in
these pathways are clearly affected in recombination, replication,
and/or repair (Cappadocia et al., 2010; Parent et al., 2011; Janicka
et al., 2012; Miller-Messmer et al., 2012; Wallet et al., 2015).
Four protein families have been identiﬁed to play a direct role in
HR pathways in plant organelles: MSH1, organellar RecA ho-
mologs, OSB1, and the Whirly proteins (Maréchal and Brisson,
2010). SWIB4 is involved in nucleoid compaction and is able to
functionally replace theE. coliH-NSprotein (Melonek et al., 2012),
aprotein that playsacrucial role in theorganization of thebacterial
chromosome, but also in gene regulation and in RecA-dependent
homologous recombination and that is able to control the expres-
sion of horizontally acquired DNA (Dorman, 2004; Sharadamma
et al., 2010; Winardhi et al., 2015; Higashi et al., 2016). Also, eu-
karyotic nuclear SWI/SNF complex proteins, in addition to a role in
transcription,DNAreplication,andcelldivision,havebeen implicated
in global genomic repair, transcription-coupled repair, base excision
repair, and DSB repair through HR (Chai et al., 2005; Wilson and
Roberts, 2011; House et al., 2014; Smith-Roe et al., 2015). In-
terestingly, the SWI/SNF complex appears to be required before the
strand invasion step of HR (Chai et al., 2005). In Arabidopsis, mu-
tations in several proteins of the SWI/SNF complex lead to an in-
creased sensitivity to DNA-damaging agents, suggesting that the
DNArepair role isconserved (Chai et al., 2005;Knizewski etal., 2008;
Rosa et al., 2013). Taken together, these observations suggest that
SWIB domain proteins could be involved in organellar DNA repair
through HR. We have shown that loss of function of SWIB5 impairs
mtDNA repair upongenotoxic stress treatment, suggesting a role for
this protein in HR. However, these defects were only observed for
aminority of repeated regions (3outof 18 tested), in contrast tomore
general defects in the accumulation in crossover products as re-
ported for othermutantswith a knowndirect role inHR (Cappadocia
et al., 2010; Parent et al., 2011; Janicka et al., 2012; Miller-Messmer
et al., 2012; Wallet et al., 2015). Furthermore, the ChIP-qPCR data
clearly indicate an association of SWIB5 to mtDNA, but with no
preferential binding to the regions that were investigated. Because
formaldehyde-basedcross-linking can indicate direct association to
DNAbutalso indirectassociation throughcross-linkingof interacting
proteins,wecannotstate thatSWIB5 isadirectDNAbindingprotein.
If not directly, SWIB5 could bindmtDNA through an interaction with
SWIB4 for which a DNA binding domain has been proven (Melonek
et al., 2012). Alternatively, if not directly involved in HR, SWIB5 could
interact with mediators of recombination, as was shown for a SWIB
domain protein and RAD51 in yeast (Dudás and Chovanec, 2004). It
is also possible that the absence of SWIB5 could trigger changes in
mtDNA architecture that would affect the efﬁciency of HR indirectly.
In the nucleus, the DNA damage response and repair pathways are
dependent on nucleosome packaging and chromatin architecture
surroundingdouble-strandedDNAbreaks,which canbemodulated
by a SWI/SNF ATPase (Xu and Price, 2011; Price and D’Andrea,
2013).Basedontheavailabledata,wethereforesuggest thatSWIB4,
SWIB5, andSWIB6mainly inﬂuencemtDNAarchitecture similarly to
the E. coli histone-like nucleoid structuring protein. Indeed, DNA gel
blot analysis indicated that mtDNA architecture was altered in mu-
tants misexpressing SWIB5, in which the recombination product of
the direct repeat F seems to coexistwith thewild-typemtDNAand is
preferentially replicated. Still, more research is necessary to dem-
onstrate how SWIB domain proteins can affect organelle genome
maintenance, directly or indirectly.
As seen in mitochondria, processes affecting mtDNA mainte-
nance are also implicated in replication and repair of chloroplast
DNA (Maréchal and Brisson, 2010). Almost all proteins with a role
in organellar genome maintenance known to date are part of
a protein family containing both mitochondrial and plastidial
members, and for some a dual targeting to and a function in both
organelles has been shown (reviewed in Gualberto and Kühn,
2014). Sinceplant organellar genomesdisplay featuresof size and
organization that are not observed in other eukaryotic lineages,
the evolution of several plant-speciﬁc mediators of organellar
genomemaintenance, such asWhirly proteins, is likely (Desveaux
et al., 2005; Gualberto andKühn, 2014). SWIB domain-containing
proteins are, to our knowledge, not found in the mitochondria of
non-plant species and could thus represent a family of plant-
speciﬁc proteins with roles in organellar genome maintenance.
One exception is the apicomplexan malaria-causing parasite
Plasmodiumfalciparum,whichcontainsorganellarSWIBproteins,
although the presenceof these proteins could originate fromgene
transfer from their secondary endosymbiont (Gardner et al., 2002;
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Vieira and Coetzer, 2016). Furthermore, two members of this
family, SWIB4 and SWIB6, are dual-targeted to the mitochondria
and chloroplast, and SWIB4 is also localized in the nucleus (our
results; Melonek et al., 2012). This protein could therefore be
a common link in the maintenance and expression of all three
genomes in plant cells, perhaps in association with other SWIB
proteins that are speciﬁc for each compartment. The loss-of-
function phenotypes of SWIB4 (Melonek et al., 2012) and SWIB5
suggest that members have overlapping, but also speciﬁc func-
tions in mitochondria and chloroplasts, respectively. In summary,
the three mitochondrial nucleoid-associated proteins, SWIB4,
SWIB5, andSWIB6, could be players involved inmtDNA structure
and HR, although the mechanistic basis underlying their mode of
action remains to be demonstrated.
Importance of Mitochondrial Proteins in Plant Growth
Mitochondria not only provide cells with ATP and reductants
produced frommetabolism of sugars, amino acids and lipids, but
they also play important roles in the biosynthesis of several
vitamins, regulate programmed cell death, and function in sig-
naling biotic and abiotic stress (reviewed in Millar et al., 2008). All
of these functions are necessary to ensure proper plant de-
velopment, and many mutants of mitochondrial proteins display
growth defects. For SWIB5, a thorough phenotypic analysis of
gain- and loss-of-function mutants showed that the growth
penalty of these lines was caused by a reduction in the number of
cells that compose leaves. Cellular analysis of transgenic line
overexpressingSWIB5 indicated that the reduction in cell number
wasobvious fromtheﬁrst timepoint investigated, 8DAS,when the
leafprimordiumhas justemerged fromtheSAMand isstill growing
through active cell proliferation (Andriankaja et al., 2012). At
maturity, the reduction incell numberobservedatearly timepoints
was not recovered, suggesting that the duration of the cell pro-
liferation phase was not affected. Nevertheless, these fewer cells
were larger in transgenic lines overexpressing SWIB5 but not in
swib5-2, indicating a compensatory effect and a premature dif-
ferentiation in these lines, respectively.Anearlydifferentiationwas
also observed for swib5-2 mitochondria in developing leaves. In
the nucleus, if DNA damage is not repaired, cell cycle progression
is stopped and can cause premature cell death (reviewed in Zhou
and Elledge, 2000). The phenotype of the gain- and loss-of-
functionmutants ofSWIB5 suggests that defects inmitochondrial
genome maintenance could also affect the number of cells that
compose an organ. This result suggests that not only is nuclear
DNA damage veriﬁcation an important cell cycle checkpoint, but
organellar DNA damage veriﬁcation is as well. Because mito-
chondrial dysfunction is efﬁciently signaled to the nucleus (Van
Akenet al., 2009;DeClercqet al., 2013),mitochondrial DNAstress
is also likely to cause a retrograde signal affecting nuclear gene
expression (Barbour and Turner, 2014) and to affect plant de-
velopment as such. In animals, a mitochondrial damage check-
point during the cell cycle has been proposed because
mitochondrial dysfunction leads to cell cycle arrest, cellular se-
nescence, and tumorigenic phenotype (reviewed in Singh, 2006;
van Gisbergen et al., 2015). For example, in Drosophila mela-
nogaster, mitochondrial dysfunction can retard the progression
from the G1 to the S phase in the cell cycle (Owusu-Ansah et al.,
2008). This so-called “mitocheckpoint” permits cells to arrest the
cell cycle in order to restore mitochondrial function to a normal
level (Singh, 2006). In summary, mtDNA damage can affect the
progression of the cell cycle and lead to impaired plant de-
velopment, as found when SWIB5 expression is impaired.
Stress Response Links Plant Development to Defects
in Recombination
Wedidnotﬁndstrikingeffectson theexpressionof theMDSgenes
in the swib5-2 line. However, an increased sensitivity of swib5-2
plants to mild osmotic, oxidative, and especially salt stress was
observed. The hypersensitive response of swib5-2 to low (50mM)
NaCl concentrations could be indicative of the function of SWIB5.
Indeed, environmental stresses can trigger genomic changes;
commonly used DNA-damaging factors such as UV light and
chemicals such as BLM and CIP, as well as mild salt (50–100 mM
NaCl) stress can also induce intrachromosomal HR in plants
in vivo (Puchta et al., 1995; Boyko et al., 2006). In vitro direct
imaging of ﬂuorescent E. coli RecA and eukaryotic RAD51, the
major regulators of HR, has also demonstrated that nucleation
rates at the early steps of HR are dependent on monovalent salt
concentration (reviewed in Holthausen et al., 2010). Moreover,
RecA and RAD51 can locally mimic high salt conditions and as
such control loading on the proper DNA substrate, the region
where strand invasion occurs (Galletto et al., 2006; Hilario et al.,
2009; Holthausen et al., 2010). In E. coli, a mutant of RapA, the
SWI/SNF subunit of RNA polymerase, also exhibits a salt stress-
speciﬁc sensitivity (Yawn et al., 2009). Although the response of
plants to salt stresssignalinghasbeen found tobesimilar to that of
genotoxic stress (Albinsky et al., 1999), the action of salt stress-
induced recombination likely involves different factors as op-
posed to CIP- or BLM-induced DNA repair, because gain- and
loss-of-function mutants of SWIB5 did not exhibit an increased
sensitivity to these genotoxic stresses. Furthermore, we did not
observe any differential accumulation of crossover products of
repeated sequences in swib5-2 compared with the wild type. Salt
stress appeared to affect mtDNA replication in only two regions in
swib5-2 compared with the wild type. Although the affected re-
gions can indicate a role for mtDNA replication and Complex I
functionality in the response to salt stress, the severe effect on
plant development can have other causes. Because we com-
plemented the hypersensitive phenotype of swib5-2 with a func-
tional SWIB5 construct, we hypothesize that mtDNA architecture
is further affectedupon salt stress treatment and that this increase
in genome heteroplasmy negatively affects plant growth. Still, we
identiﬁed only relativelymild effects onmitochondrial dysfunction
in lines misexpressing SWIB5, and we cannot rule out that the
observed growth phenotypes are unrelated to the observed ef-
fects onmtDNAmaintenance or othermitochondrial phenotypes.
Correlation between Genome Maintenance and
Gene Expression
mtDNA is organized in bacteria-like nucleoids, where numerous
proteins interact with DNA and ensure genome maintenance,
replication, repair, and expression. The observation of a variety of
linear, branched, and more complex conformations in mtDNA
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suggests a recombination-dependent replication mechanism
similar to that of bacteriophage T4 and bacteria (Gualberto et al.,
2014). Recombination-dependent replication starts with D-loop
formation,wherea free39-OHoverhangof single-strandedDNAof
one copy invades another copy at a homologous sequence. This
invasion step generates the observed branched structures and
primesDNAsynthesison the leadingstrandand theestablishment
ofa full replication fork (Llorenteetal., 2008;MaréchalandBrisson,
2010; Gualberto et al., 2014). Thus, recombination-dependent
pathways do not only ensure the repair of DNA damage, but they
contribute signiﬁcantly to organelle replication and organellar
genome evolution. Speciﬁcally for the F repeated region, we also
observed the accumulation of crossover products in swib5-2
under nonstressed conditions. DNA gel blot analysis suggests
that the full recombination product of the F repeated sequence is
replicated preferentially in plants misexpressing SWIB5 and co-
exists with wild-type mtDNA. Similarly, mutation of the mtDNA
translocase RECG1 results in the formation of a recombination-
mediated circular episome of repeated sequence EE (Wallet et al.,
2015). In contrast to theepisomeof the repeatedsequenceEE, the
copy number of the mtDNA region enclosed by the F repeated
region is not affected in SWIB5 mutants. This observation sug-
gests that thewild-typemtDNA sequence is present in a relatively
lower copy number compared with the recombination product of
the F repeated sequence.
As for previously reported mutants of mtDNA-associated
proteins, we found an increase in the expression level of mito-
chondrial transcripts in swib5-2. This increased transcript level
has been explained as a general and unspeciﬁc response to
malfunction of a DNA-associated protein. For example, over-
expression of WHY2, a DNA binding protein involved in DNA
repair, affects mitochondrial gene expression, likely because an
increase in DNA binding protein levels impairs the normal binding
of transcription factors (Maréchal et al., 2008). For the swib5-2
plants, we mostly saw a signiﬁcant increase in transcripts of
Complex I (NADHdehydrogenase) andV (ATPsynthase) subunits,
as well as genes encoding ribosomal proteins, maturases, and
both rRNAs, rrn16 and rrn18. The increase in gene expression can
be a consequence of more accessible mtDNA for RNA poly-
merases when fewer SWIB5 proteins are present.
Importance of SWIB Proteins in Eukaryotic Organelles
The SWIB protein domain (EMBL-EBI accession number PF02201)
is present in many organisms, especially metazoans and the green
lineage.SincemostSWIBdomainproteinsarepartof a largerprotein
or chromatin-remodeling complex, our focus on the stand-alone
SWIB5 protein allowed us to further investigate the function of this
protein domain in organellar genome dynamics. The presence of
SWIB domain proteins in organelles is not restricted to plants. Mi-
tochondria of the malaria-causing parasite P. falciparum contain
a SWIB domain protein with a strong residue conservation with
SWIB5 and SWIB6 (Vieira and Coetzer, 2016).
We investigated the putative presence of these proteins in plant
organelles inmore detail (Supplemental Table 2) and found that all
species in the green lineage, except for the green alga Chlamy-
domonas reinhardtii, have proteins similar to SWIB5 with a pre-
dicted localization in mitochondria and/or chloroplasts. This
suggests that proteins containing SWIB domains have funda-
mental roles not only in nuclear chromatin remodeling complexes,
but also in organelles. Furthermore, the absence of an organellar
SWIB protein in C. reinhardtii and a chloroplast-localized SWIB
protein in the green algaOstreococcus lucimarinus and the moss
Physcomitrella patens suggests that the acquisition of these
proteins inorganelles isnotuniversal in eukaryotes; theyappear to
be more abundantly present in higher taxonomic groups such as
the angiosperms. In conclusion, organellar SWIB domain proteins
are widespread in the eukaryotic lineage and represent candidate
proteins thatmight function in themaintenanceof thesegenomes.
METHODS
Plant Material and Growth Conditions
Environmental conditions during seed production, as well as during seed
storage, can affect seed vigor. Therefore, all experiments were conducted
with wild-type and transgenic Arabidopsis thaliana (Columbia ecotype,
Col-0) seeds harvested from plants grown side by side on the same tray.
For growth experiments, plantswere grown in vitro on0.53Murashige and
Skoog (MS)medium (Murashige and Skoog, 1962) supplementedwith 1%
sucroseat 21°Cunder a16-hday/8-hnight regime (75mM;SpectraluxPlus
NL-T8 36W/840/G13 ﬂuorescent lamp). For stress-inducing conditions,
the medium was supplemented with 50 mM antimycin A (Sigma-Aldrich),
1 or 2 mM H2O2 (Merck), 25 or 100 mM mannitol (Sigma-Aldrich), 50 or
100 nM methyl viologen (Sigma-Aldrich), 50 or 100 mM NaCl (ChemLab),
10 or 20 mM rotenone (Sigma-Aldrich), 0.25-0.5-0.75 mM ciproﬂoxacin
(Sigma-Aldrich), or 0.03-0.06-0.09 mM bleomycin (Calbiochem).
Generation of Constructs and Transgenic Lines
The coding sequence of the genes of interest (SWIB4,SWIB5, andSWIB6)
were ampliﬁed by PCR from reverse-transcribed RNA extracted from
leaves of Arabidopsis ecotype Columbia. PCR was performed using the
Phusion High ﬁdelity DNA polymerase (Finnzymes) according to the
manufacturer’s instructions. The PCR fragments were recombined into
pDONR221 or pDONRP2PR3 using the Gateway system (Invitrogen).
Subsequently, they were recombined into the pK7WG2 (SWIB5OE) or
pK8m34GW (all translational fusion proteins) destination vector with the
other building blocks. For the CRISPR line, we followed the cloning pro-
tocol published online (http://www.botanik.kit.edu/molbio/940.php). The
single guide RNA was designed using software (http://cbi.hzau.edu.cn/
cgi-bin/CRISPR) against the ﬁrst exon of SWIB5 (GGAGAAAGGGA-
ACTCACTCG), with high ﬁdelity scores and no predicted exonic off-
targets. Selection of CRISPR lines was based on antibiotic resistance and
conﬁrmation of the occurrence of genome editing around the PAM se-
quence using TIDE software (Brinkman et al., 2014). To generate stable
transgenic lines, Arabidopsis plants were transformed by the ﬂoral dip
method (Clough and Bent, 1998). Segregation analysis through selection
on kanamycin was performed to select transgenic lines with one insertion
site. For transient expression analysis, the constructs were transformed in
Agrobacterium tumefaciens and inﬁltrated into 4-week-old Nicotiana
benthamiana leaves in the presence of the P19 silencing suppressor.
Leaf Area Measurements and Microscopic Analysis
For the leaf area measurements, plants were grown in vitro for 21 d, when
the older rosette leaves are mature but the plants are not yet ﬂowering. All
leaves in the vegetative rosettes from ten plants were dissected and their
area was measured using ImageJ software (http://rsb.info.nih.gov/ij/). For
the analysis of cell number and size, leaves were harvested from 10 plants
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at the same time point. The leaves were cleared with 100% ethanol,
mounted in lactic acid on microscope slides, and photographed. The leaf
area was determined with ImageJ software. Abaxial epidermal cells were
drawn for three leaveswithaDMLBmicroscope (Leica)ﬁttedwithadrawing
tube and a differential interference contrast objective. Photographs of
leaves and drawings were used to measure the leaf area and to calculate
the average cell area, respectively, with ImageJ software. Leaf and cell
areas were subsequently used to calculate cell numbers. For the SAM
measurements, the samples were prepared as previously described
(Vanhaeren et al., 2010), except that ruthenium red stainingwas performed
instead of toluidine blue staining. SAMareawasmeasured on the sections
where SAM width was the largest using ImageJ software.
qRT-PCR Analysis
Plant material was harvested at the indicated time points for DNA or RNA
extractionwith theCTABmethod (Clarke, 2009) or anRNeasy plantmini kit
(Qiagen), respectively. qRT-PCR experiments were performed in a Light-
Cycler480Real-TimeSYBRgreenPCRsystem (Roche). For geneexpression
studies, 500ngor 1mgofRNAwas reverse-transcribedwith the iScript cDNA
synthesis kit (Bio-Rad) according to the manufacturer’s speciﬁcations. qRT-
PCR results were normalized against three reference genes (AT1G13320,
AT2G32170, andAT2G28390), except for themitochondrial gene expression
analysis for which ﬁve nuclear genes (RPL5B, YSL8, UBQ, TUBULIN, and
ACTIN) were used as a reference (Delannoy et al., 2015). For quantiﬁcation of
the mitochondrial copy number and the accumulation of recombination
products, published primer pairs and reference genes were used (Miller-
Messmer et al., 2012; Wallet et al., 2015). For each experiment, at least two
technical replicates were performed on the same biological replicate; the
number of biological replicates is indicated for each experiment in the ﬁgure
legends. Each biological replicate consists ofmultiple plants grownunder the
same conditions; harvesting and further sample handling were done in
separate tubes for the indicated tissuesand/or timepoints. All primers used in
this study are listed in Supplemental Data Set 2.
DNA Gel Blot Analysis
Total DNA was isolated using a DNeasy Mini kit (Qiagen); subsequently,
2mg DNA per line was digested withBamHI (Promega). After separation of
the restriction fragments using gel electrophoresis, the DNA was ﬁxed to
a Hybond N+ nylon membrane. The F repeated sequence was used as
a probe, labeled with DIG-dUTP, and detected using anti-DIG-AP Fab
fragments and CPD-star (Roche).
Mitochondria Isolation
Forty grams of 2-week-old seedlings were ground in extraction buffer
(0.3 M sucrose, 2 mM EDTA, 1% BSA, 1% PVP-40, 10 mM KH2PO4, and
25 mM Na4P2O7, pH 7.5) using a mortar and pestle. The resulting extract
was ﬁltered through two layers of Miracloth and centrifuged for 5 min
at 2500g at 4°C. The pellet was discarded, and the supernatant was
centrifuged for 20 min at 17,400g at 4°C. The pellet was resuspended in
1mLofwashbuffer (0.6Msucroseand20mMTES,pH7.5), loadedona linear
0 to 4.4% (w/v) PVP-40 gradient in wash buffer, and centrifuged for 45min at
40,000g at 4°C. Themitochondrial band located in the bottomof the gradient
was recovered and diluted in wash buffer. This band was collected and
washed twice in wash buffer and centrifuged for 15 min at 31,000g at 4°C.
ChIP
For ChIP of seedlings, plants were grown until 14 DAS, cross-linked in 1%
formaldehyde, quenched with 133 mM glycine, frozen in liquid nitrogen,
and ground with a mortar and pestle. The material was transferred to
Extraction Buffer I (20 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8, 0.4 M sucrose, 10 mM MgCl2,
5 mM b-mercaptoethanol, and protease inhibitor [Roche; EDTA-free
minitablets]). The material was centrifuged for 10 min at 1000g, the
supernatant was removed, and the pellet resuspended in Extraction
Buffer II (10 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8, 0.25 M sucrose, 10 mM MgCl2, 5 mM
b-mercaptoethanol, 1% Triton X-100, and protease inhibitor [EDTA-free
minitablets]). The suspension was ﬁltered (Falcon cell strainer; 70 mm
width) and centrifuged for 10min at 1000g. The supernatant was removed
and the pellet resuspended in nuclei lysis buffer (50mMTris-HCl, pH8, 1%
SDS, and 1mMEDTA). Sampleswere sonicated (33 7 cycles of 30 s on/30 s
off; Bioruptor Next Gen) and spun down at maximum speed for 10 min. The
sample was incubated overnight at 4°C in ChIP buffer (1.1% Triton X-100,
1.2mMEDTA, 16.7mMTris-HCl, pH 8, 250mMNaCl, and protease inhibitor
[EDTA-free minitablets]) with antibodies against GFP or IgG (1/500 dilution;
Abcam Ab290 and Ab2410), or without antibodies for the input sample.
Protein A/G beads (ultralink) were added to the samples for 1 h. The beads
were washed eight times with ChIP buffer before elution buffer (1%SDS and
0.1MNaCHO3)wasadded.Thesampleswere reversecross-linkedovernight
at 65°C. The input sample was treated with RNase A for 1 h at 37°C, and all
samples were treated with Proteinase K (0.5 M Tris-HCl, pH 6.5, and 0.5 M
EDTA).DNAwasextracted throughphenol/chloroformextractionandethanol
precipitation and quantiﬁed with a Qubit ﬂuorometer (Invitrogen).
For ChIP experiments from isolated mitochondria, mitochondria were
centrifuged for 10 min at maximum speed immediately after isolation. The
sampleswere thencross-linked in 1%formaldehydebuffer (0.5Msucrose,
20 mM HEPES, pH 7.4, 2 mM EDTA, and 7 mM b-mercaptoethanol). The
samples were quenched with 133 mM of glycine and spun down at max
speed at 4°C. Nuclei lysis buffer was then added and sonication, immu-
noprecipitation, reverse cross-linking, andDNAextractionwereperformed
as described above.
Protein-Protein Interaction Assays
For the bimolecular ﬂuorescence complementation assay (Ohad et al.,
2007), all binary combinations of genes fused to hGFP or tGFP at the
C-terminal region were transiently inﬁltrated into N. benthamiana leaves.
Leaves inﬁltrated with the GSgreen-tagged protein were used as a positive
control.
Blue-Native and Complex I Activity Staining
Isolatedmitochondria (150 mg) were loaded on a 4.5 to 16%gradient Blue-
Native gel as described (Schägger, 2001). The resulting gels were stained
with colloidal CoomassieBrilliantBlueG250. For theComplex I activity stain,
theBNgelwas incubated in staining solution (0.1MTris-HCl, pH7.4, 0.14nM
NADH, and 1 mg/mL nitro tetrazolium blue) for 15 min. The reaction was
stoppedby transferring the gel toCoomassie ﬁxing solution. Since an activity
stain is not suitable for quantiﬁcationand toexcludeartifacts,we repeated the
staining on independent (n = 4) samples and found the same result.
Respiration Measurements
Respiration measurements on isolated mitochondria were performed with
Clark-type electrodes as previously described (Jacoby et al., 2015). To
determine the leaf respiration rate, leaf discs were harvested from 6-week-
old plants grown in short-day conditions and respiration rates were
measured in the dark on 40 mg of material.
Expression during Leaf and Root Development Normalization
For leafdevelopment,weselectedamicroarrayanalysisperformedover six
consecutive days during early development of the third true leaf, i.e., at 8 to
13 DAS (Andriankaja et al., 2012). This data set encompasses the de-
velopmental phases during which the third leaf exclusively grows by cell
proliferation (8–9DAS), followed by a transitioning phase (10–11DAS), and
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cell expansion-based growth (12–13 DAS). For the expression patterns
during root development, a microarray analysis of a total of 15 different
zones of the root corresponding to different tissues and developmental
stages was used (Birnbaum et al., 2003). The expression proﬁle in the
different root tissue typeswas averaged for each gene and corresponds to
three stages of root development: stage 1 corresponding to the root tip
where cells are proliferating, stage 2 in which cells are transitioning to
expansion, and stage 3 consisting of fully expanded and differentiated
cells. The expressionproﬁleof differentially expressedgeneswasnormalized
using MeV software (www.tm4.org) and subsequently CAST clustered
(ClusterAfﬁnitySearchTechnique, usingPearsoncorrelation at a thresholdof
0.8) according to their speciﬁc proﬁle over the developmental zones.
Transmission Electron Microscopy
Third vegetative leaves of 10-d-old wild-type, swib5-2, and SWIB5OE
plants were microdissected, immersed in 20% (w/v) BSA, and frozen
immediately in a high-pressure freezer (EM PACT; Leica Microsystems).
Freeze substitution was performed in an EM AFS2 (Leica Microsystems).
Over aperiodof 4d, cellswere freeze-substituted indry acetonecontaining
0.1% uranyl acetate, 1% (w/v) OsO4, and 0.5% glutaraldehyde over 4 d as
follows: –90°C for 24 h, 2°C per hour increase for 15 h, –60°C for 16 h, 2°C
per hour increase for 15 h, and –30°C for 8 h. At230°C, the carriers were
rinsed three times with acetone for 20 min each time. The samples were
then slowly warmed up to 4°C, inﬁltrated with Spurr’s resin stepwise over
3 d at 4°C, embedded in Spurr’s resin, and polymerized at 70°C for 16 h.
Third vegetative leaves of 21-d-old wild-type, swib5-2, and SWIB5OE
plants were cut into small pieces and immersed in a ﬁxative solution of
2.5%glutaraldehyde and4% formaldehyde in 0.1MNa-cacodylate buffer,
placed in a vacuum oven for 30 min, and then left rotating for 3 h at room
temperature. This solution was later replaced with fresh ﬁxative and the
samples were left rotating overnight at 4°C. After washing, the samples
were postﬁxed in 1%OsO4with K3Fe(CN)6 in 0.1 MNa-cacodylate buffer,
pH 7.2. The samples were dehydrated through a graded ethanol series,
including a bulk staining with 2% uranyl acetate at the 50% ethanol step
followedbyembedding inSpurr’s resin. Inorder tohavea largeroverviewof
the phenotype, semithin sections were ﬁrst cut at 0.5 mm and stained with
toluidine blue.
Ultrathin sections of a gold interference color were cut using an ul-
tramicrotome (LeicaEMUC6), followedbypoststaining inaLeicaEMAC20
for 40 min in uranyl acetate at 20°C and for 10 min in lead stain at 20°C.
Sections were collected on Formvar-coated copper slot grids. The grids
were viewed under a JEM 1400plus transmission electron microscope
(JEOL) operating at 60 kV.
Statistical Analysis
Statistical analysis of leaf series measurements was done as described
previously (Blomme et al., 2014). For other experiments where accumu-
lation of crossover products or gene expression were measured, either
a linear or mixed model was ﬁt with the general linear or mixed procedure
from SAS (SAS/STAT analytical product 12.1; SAS Institute) with the
default REML estimation method. A (mixed) linear model was ﬁtted to the
variable of interest with all main factors and their interaction, in the case of
two factors, as ﬁxed effects using the mixed procedure. The biological
repeat term was included in each model as a random factor to take into
account thecorrelationbetweenobservationsdoneat thesame time. In the
presence of a signiﬁcant F-test (for themain effect in case of one factor, for
the interaction term in the case of two factors), appropriate post-hoc tests
were performed. When the interest was in comparison with a control,
multiple testing correctionwasdoneaccording toDunnett.When the interest
was in all-pairwise comparisons, a Tukey adjustment was performed. For the
leaf areaover timeexperiment, simple tests of effectswereperformedat each
day separately with the plm procedure.
Accession Numbers
Accession numbers are listed in Supplemental Table 3.
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